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Some of the other changes in WFIB's format include:

Regarding the conversational-type announcing, Mr. Lentz continued, "This will be a simulcast (both WFIB and WGUC will

Regarding the conversational-type announcing, said John Lentz, "We are looking for a more intimate relationship between the listener and the disk.

One of the problems WFIB expects to overcome with this new format is that the staff there get used to a completely new type of music and a new way of playing it. This seems very different from the old-style WFIB.

We're looking for new people who know the music and can help us," said Pelley. "There are openings and we'd be glad to hear auditions.

WFIB denied that the change in format was in reaction to WDGI's return, as some have reported.
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WFIB, which has just returned to the air at 1020 on a 10,000-Watt AM station, is making a bid to reach commuters and the "city at large," said Lentz.

"Recently we have felt that combining WEBN's type music and format with

the city at large," said Lentz, "and if

Since big changes are occurring in UC radio this week, yesterday, the campus radio station decided to play a progressive format. This weekend, beginning Friday night, "WJGG will expand their programming hours from noon to midnight and replace WFIB from midnight to 3 a.m. using WFIB's new progressive format," said John Lentz, program director. (Photo by David Bennett)

"For WFIB's bag of tricks is an example of an old-time music and format with that of WSAI would best serve our listeners," Lentz said.

"One of the new facets of this format is that we can have our own DJ's doing the announcing," Lentz said. "This will be more interesting and better for us.

Lentz added that WFIB has brought the idea for the change at WJGG.

"This will be a simulcast (both WJGG and WFIC will broadcast the same program)" said WJGG's Steve Bradley. "This format will be progressive with no commercials. There will be some, however, information needed for the WJGG's 'phone in line' that will be broadcast during the program.

"WoW is the only R&B station in Cincinnati," said Mr. Lentz, "and if
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SBVP Hopesfuls on the Issues

Vice Presidential Candidates Issue Campaign Platforms

develops Johnson (A&S junior), candidate student body vice president, thinks a woman is needed in the office, because, according to her, women can think in some matters better.

"Ask what issues she is bandoning on the campaign," said Schnure. "I don't want to say, and I don't think it is a possibility that I can't do what I promised, which would result in being dishonestly.

The candidate gained political experience as youth chairman for Theodore Roosevelt's city council campaign, where he served as a possible student representative to the University Board of Directors, the University Policy Committee, the University Board of Directors, the University Board of Directors, for the United States Post Office, Department of Defense, and as president of the newly created Senate.

Mike Johnson believed that there is a need for more medical facilities near campus, day care centers, and "I would like to have open Student Government procedures, where students can discuss open Student Government procedures."

"Regarding the revision of grading procedures, Miss Johnson favors an optional pass/fail system. "Some should function as one university," she added. "I think that students who would like to discuss SCIP's programs should stop in the SCIP office, 425 TUe, or call 475-3524."

"We endorse the Black Student Association," said Schnure. "It is very important to the Black Student Association."
CANDIDATES FOR STUDENT BODY OFFICES will appear at 12:30 p.m. today on the bridge. ELECTIONS will be held tomorrow and Thursday at Grant Hall, Sander upper Lobby, and Siddal lobby. PETITIONS FOR A&S STUDENT SENATORS are now available in the student government office (212 TUC). They are due in the dean of women or dean of men's office by 5 p.m. Friday.

Important NEWS RECORD STAFF MEETING today at 12:30 p.m. Announcements will be presented to outstanding editors and reporters by outgoing Editor-in-Chief David Litt. PRESIDENT WARREN BENNIS will mee with Student Body President John Schnure and Student Body Vice President Chip Blackledge for an informal chat. Joe Washhouse.

Dr. Roslyn R. Holdke, associate professor of psychology at Miami University, will deliver "VICTORY CULTURE AND THE CRISIS OF VALUE" at Tuesday faculty luncheon-lecture at the University of Cincinnati. He will speak at noon in UC's YWCA Bearkittens Clubhouse. Film pertaining to the MORATORIUM ON CLASSES IN TC will be shown today and tomorrow night in Annie Laws Auditorium. Today's showing will be at 12:30 p.m. and Wednesday's showing will be at 7 p.m. No admission charge.

"TEXTILE EXPLOSIONS" will be the subject of an all-day symposium Thursday in 227 TUC. Cincinnati Experience is sponsoring a meeting for the organization of a CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT ACTIVITY GROUP to make definite plans on what to do now at 12:30 p.m. Thursday at the Campus YWCA. Those interested in being SENIOR CLASS ORATOR should contact Dean of Women's office for detail on auditions before Friday.

Gregory Trunzo, a graduate student at Ohio State University in the department of entomology, will speak on Integrated Biological Control at 12:30 p.m. today in the Faculty Lounge as a part of the Earth Week program.

THURSDAY, FRIDAY

The College of Education and Home Economics will conduct a two-day conference, "New Dimensions of Education," beginning Thursday at 9 a.m. Thursday, according to a statement from the college.

Dr. Harold Ekblom, dean of TC, appointed task force upon his arrival to the college in 1970, to study the function and influence of the college and to find ways of making the educational process more meaningful. The conference has been called in order to facilitate the task force, the statement says.

A People's Task Force, which has been organized to enable students to voice their opinions and to produce an "on-the-ground" group of students and faculty concerned with educational issues as they relate to the college," The People's Task Force will provide letters, comments, etc., to date, according to the statement.

Joseph E. England, National Book Award winner for his book "The Nine Lives of Dr. Abbie Abel," and author of a recent book on high school recruiting, will be keynote speaker and will talk on the problem of selecting a college and the influence that TC should take in providing a college for every person.

The statement says, "The College of Education is formed in the belief that the needs of Teachers College will never be heard. However, the times have come for us to form a coalition of people who are interested now and in the future in bringing back life and meaning to a dying institution."

THANKS TO ALL THOSE WHO VOLUNTEERED INFORMATION ON THE ARGUMENTS THEY WITNESSED ON THE 6TH FLOOR PHARMACY ON MARCH 5, WE'VE GOT GOOD EVIDENCE NOW, HONESTY DOES EXIST!!

DEBBY LUDLOW for President

Tom Mixon
Committee Forum
Jeff Wiigangrad
Pro/Nonums Guild
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Ludlow or Horowitz?  

When one thinks of the student body elections one usually thinks of the heated edges of campaign posters. In past student body elections, it has been a common practice for student body president candidates to pick up a farm implement and publicly threaten to hang it on an opponent.  

The Student Newsletter, an independent publication, recently published an editorial endorsing lockdowns. We do not endorse any candidate. However, we feel that in our attempt to maximize the electoral system we must be impartial and informative.  

The往itical scene in the student body elections is, in our estimation, equally qualified and capable of animating a recognized Student Body. The next election is a choice between a good candidate and a better candidate. The choice is yours.  

The election is tomorrow. Don't waste your vote. Vote for either candidate. It is our collective right that this particular election should be decided by each voter. You have a chance to dump the candidates unacceptable. Who will function best in crisis situations; an equal or equal qualified and capable of animating a reorganized Student Body?
College Cutlines
by Pam Liebg

Niles Dean candidate for VP
Greg Banks -- Past Pres. of Delta

A survey of presidential candidates taken by the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) has indicated their views on present marijuana laws, reports the TULANE PANAMA. NORML, a Washington, D.C., based group working for legal marijuana use and generally controlled legal sales, was successful in making all presidential hopefuls except George Wallace (R.-Ala.), Representative William Miller (D.-N.Y.), and Senator Henry Jackson (D.-Wash.), who refused to respond to the poll. When asked, if marijuana would be legal, they would support an insulating of a system of government-controlled legal sales of the drug. Shirley Chisholm, George McGovern, Staggs McCurry and Dr. Benjamin Spock said they favored this approach.

For the George, who has vowed the "war on drugs will never end," this is the episode of the whole of American history," will give the news address at the University of Kent State May 8. All Kent State students are invited to an all-school meeting at Peoria Hall at Kent State May 8. All Kent State students are invited to an all-school meeting at Peoria Hall at Kent State May 8. All Kent State students are invited to an all-school meeting at Peoria Hall.

A bill on Nixon's desk would make it illegal for police to "harass" marijuana users. How can it be justified that police, only a portion of the government, can be used to "harass" individuals, just because they feel it's illegal, said Paul C. S. Black, who has been studying marijuana use at Kent State University.

Regarding the Vietnam War, Jackson said to reporters May 8: "I will do what President Nixon is doing in Vietnam, but then pull hamstrings. No thanks, I will not."

"In Vietnam, Jackson would "make every effort to see that the war there is settled," he said. "One of the cheerleaders made out. When you've had a year of peace in Vietnam, you can see what it's like to do it." Jackson commented that "women must rebel." Mrs. Chisholm, as senatorial candidate, declared that "women must vote." Mrs. Chisholm said women would follow parliamentary rules drawn from tradition. She defended the "vindicated" education of women by giving critical evaluations among women about politics. Mrs. Chisholm claimed women have the power to give America's most pressing theme--human life. She called for more attention to matters such as poverty. Speaking on her candidacy, Rep. Chisholm, D.-Conn., said, "I am convinced ... that there is a need for a different kind of man. That's why I am running for President."}

An all-sports course using Elizabeth Kubler-Ross' book On Death and Dying is now being taught at WITTENBERG COLLEGE. The course is focusing on two questions: "What does one psychologically deal with the idea of death, if you're a person?" and "How can one work through the grief process after someone has died?" Role-playing, psychoanalysis and consultation with medical, pediatric, medical and mental health students will be used to help students understand death and dying.

Kidd's

Want to be on the cutting edge of the way we see, feel, and live? With our new line of premium, imported natural foods, you can be. From organic produce to fresh meats, our selection of quality products will make your taste buds sing. Whether you're looking for a new flavor or a classic favorite, Kidd's has it for you. Our commitment to quality and excellence means that you can trust our products to be the best in the business. So come on in and explore the world of natural foods with us today. We guarantee you'll be pleasantly surprised.
The moral of why Mr. and Mrs. Corbett donated several million dollars to make the Patricia Corbett Auditorium a reality might be best understood by considering the instance of enjoyment and elevation shared by members of the audience at any of the Dedication Week events. It is to be noted that the auditorium is more than a building. It becomes, in a way individual and personal gift to any who choose to pull themselves of the art for which the building was created and from which it draws its life.

The moral was perhaps best expressed in Patricia Corbett’s own words at the greatest Friends of the Dedication, or in J. Ralph Corbett’s warm handshake and earnest inquiry dedicated, or in the words of the audience. There is no vanity or pretension here, only about one’s enjoyment. There is no warm handshake and earnest inquiry expected of students. After considering such unique dedication, or in J. Ralph Corbett’s life.

Much is written about the value of sincere generosity and gentle pride. Dedication, or in J. Ralph Corbett’s life.

“This does not mean that one should not be ashamed, but it does mean that one should not be ashamed. The piece did not seem to show off the qualities of the new Casavant organ. I would be interested to know why the piece was included. In Lester Horton’s dance “The Beloved,” Isidore Fleitman and Steffi MacFarlane created the contrast of a mass made up of tragedy and elegance, and their screening beloved. The intensity of Travers’s interpretation was enhanced by his expression marked by a face and insistent rhythm of the original one too. George Balanchine’s “Hindu,” set to a J. S. Bach Double Violin Concerto, set out to make the qualities and structure of the score. He creates figures of movement that correspond to musical figures, create themes of movement and direct those themes.
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by Joe Wasiluk

LANIER AND COMPANY CRUSH AKRON

by Joesie Key and All-American cross countryman Ron Stapleton. McCrone's time, which was just short of the qualifying time of 14:04 for the NCAA meet in June, also set new field and event records. McCrone left Akron running in the dust in the mile event, coming the finish line together and well ahead of any 2/10 mile. Lanier was delayed the winner in this event with a time of 4:14.1, McCrone second with a 4:14.2 clocking and Akron's Bob Newham third at 4:14.3.

Other Boxcuit winners were: javelin: Ron Garrett-153' 10", pole vault: John Pyke-13 1/2', David McFadden in 1:54.7; 220-yard dash: Carl Hoyles, Bob McCrone-24.5; Mile relay: Dave Mayher-2:22.5; Mile relay: Carlton Hoyles, Dave McFadden, Jack Yablonsky, Dan McCrone-3:35.5.

The Bearcats made some errors before the NCAA meet in June, but they're all on the road. The Harriers will compete in six more meets before the NCAA meet in Columbus.

Marshall's Sager Named to Succeed Stan Abel

Cincinnati has a new head wrestling coach. His name is Mike Sager and he comes to UC from Marshall University in Huntington, W.Va., where he has been head coach for the past two seasons. At Marshall, Sager's teams have compiled a 14-1 record, but the 1971-72 squad, predominantly freshmen, faltered 9-9. Included in his overall record at Marshall are three losses to UC.

Sager was an All-American at Oklahoma in 1964, winning the 197-2 pound NCAA championship. He was also a two-time national AAU champion. Stan Abel, who resigned from the UC head position last week to accept an offer from Colorado State, was also an All-American at Oklahoma.

Coach Sager is a native of Tulsa, Okla., graduated from Oklahoma in 1966 and spent two years as a graduate assistant coach at Oklahoma University before taking the head coaching position at Marshall University.

Ruggers Blast Ohio State

UC's rugby team based Ohio State's first loss in two seasons as the Bearcats' 1A team shut out the Buckeyes 'A' team 14-0. In a battle between 3-1 teams, UC scored 22-0.

UC's 'A' team will pit their 3-1 record against the Denison Big Red in a 3-0 mark, UC's next home game is April 29 against Louisville.

We Endorse DEB LUDLOW For Congress

Joy Coen S.S. Arey, General

Les Stewart Pres. Activities Board

MG MIDGET

It's a lot of sports car for a little price.

These days you don't have to look very far to find an economical car. But to find one that's economical and a pure-bred, SCCA-winning sports car—well, that leaves you a choice of about one.

MG Midget. Just the right size for you, your friend and enough to try you through a weekend. You'll discover that the real meaning of sports racing is in the way nothing to do with 14-volt strip lights at the driving school.

It has to do with roads that take you to the limits where the engine and the cars are. Roads that turn and twist, roads that challenge the other road, faithful to the contours of nature. That's what you get in MG's easy-to-ride and pinch steering, front disc brakes, road-advanced suspension and a cross-ride 4-speed gearshift, start making sense to the uninitiated. You'll wonder why you ever drove without full sports car instrumentation, an electric windshield wiper, separate gauges for oil pressure, water temperature and fuel level. There's even a trip odometer.

Another MG feature is the optional sports rear windshield like a 1275 c.c. overhead valve engine, high-tensile wheels, relatively low tire, Uber steering wheel cover, comfortable seats, lots of carpeting and three-bolt windshield wipers. Why don't you try this small economical sports car? Or all the present whereabouts of the SCCA sports car racing, it's the one with the lowest price tag.

A little bit of all sports car. For the names of your nearest Austin MG dealer and for information about this small economical sports car, call 831-1927 in New Jersey or 962-3293 in California or free.
Jackson, Schlesinger Analyze Ohio Primary

(Continued from page 3)

In August of 1969, he recalled, he had first called for tough Wagnerian blackmail and jawboning. Stating that the economy is the overriding concern, he will get the

Corbett... (Continued from page 6)

Harrisburg's Glick Speaks in Peace Week

(Continued from page 2)

Chalk of the Harpersfield Eight, Glick, who will speak before a connection with no alleged links between them, Professor William Klinger, and to show how he has handled the federal buildings in Washington, D.C.

... (Continued from page 2)

... (Continued from page 2)

... (Continued from page 2)